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Chiefs Hunt Beaver Pelts
By JIM HALEY

The word is out that there are some
Beavers in town, and that a band of
Chieftains are going Beaver hunting
tonight.
S.U.s basketball braves will don their war

bonnets and paint, grab their tomahawks and
tennis shoes and will match moves with the
Beavers of Oregon State University in the Seattle Center Arena at 8 p.m.

THE CHIEFS will go into the contest at less
than full strength as pivot man L. J. Wheeler
will not suit up for tonight's action. The husky
240-pound player suffered a knee injury in
Monday's contest with Pepperdine and will be
out of operationfor an indefinite period.
Bob Boyd, Chieftain head coach, said that
Wheeler's injury would disrupt his plans for
the contest. 'We were counting on Wheeler for
use in the post. The loss will hurt vs especially defensively," the head Chief went on.
"The only thing we can do to make up for him
not being able to be there is pray, Iguess."
The S.U. team goes into the contest with a
slightly better win-loss record. The Chieftains
are 13-2 (87 per cent) thus far this season and
the Oregon team has a 15-3 (83 per cent)

—

record.

COACH SLATS Gill and company have
bowed to the University of California, Cincinnati and the University of Oregon Ducks; S.U.
lost decisions to Brigham Young and Arizona

University.
The S.U. squad has looked spotty this season. At times they have played almost brilliantly and at others they have been somewhat
less than spectacular. But the S.U. mentor

displayed an air of confidence as he said, "I
know the guys willbe up for this game.
"We stand a real good chance of beating
them (the Beavers). In fact, Ithink that we
will beat them."
A quick look at the OSU roster discloses
why the Oregon team has been high in the national rating all season long. "The thing that
impresses me the most about them is their
personnel," Boyd went on. "Counts (Mcl
Counts, the Beavers 7-foot pivot man) is a
legitimate Ail-American. He is an outstanding
post man

and some feel that he is the greatest
they have ever seen in the Northwest. Icertainly feel that he does rival that distinction."
OFFENSIVELY, the OSU team will be de-

liberate with everything centering around
Counts. The Beavers will throw up a man-toman defense against the Chieftains.
The S.U. team worked out this week behind
closed doors. "We are doing this to emphasize the importance of this game to the players," Boyd said. "We want to get the most

out of the players with as few distractions
as possible. We aren't doing anything drastically new."
Some S.U. players who were interviewed
by The Spectator indicated that they were
looking forward to the game and that they
thought that the team wouldbe up for the contest.

"WE'LL GO OUT there and really pour it
on them Friday night," commented Greg Vermillion. Vermillion recently set a Chieftain
scoring record for the season by dumpingin 33
points against Pepperdine.

(Continued on page 3)

Teatro Inigo Play:

Becket Opens Tonight
By TONI SMIT

S.U.s second theatrical
production of the school
—
—

year "Becket" will open
its eight-performance run
at 8:30 p.m. today in Teatro Inigo.
Jean Anouilh's play is a study
of the relationship between
Henry IIof England and Thomas Becket, an intellectual cleric
who is his dearest friend.
THE PLOT centers around the
conflict that arises when Henry
IImakes Becket the Archbishop
of Canterbury.
Although Henry's reign is
noted for restoring order, repressing the civil war and improving the English court system, his authority over the
Catholic Church in England is
questioned by Becket in his new
role as archbishop.
The intriguing figure of Becket, as much a man of the world
as a dedicated man of God, is

the center of the tragic drama.
He and Henry II become involved in a bitter quarrel over
the three questions of trying
clergy in royal courts, making
bishops meet feudal obligations
and allowing appeals to the
Pope. The clash of wills between these two impressive figures results in an engrossing
drama.
BILL MORELAND, a veteran
of the first two Teatro Inigo
productions, shares top billing
with Paul Pival. Moreland portrays Henry II and Pival plays
the role of Becket. The play is
directed by Mr. William Dore
of S.U.s speech and drama
dept.

Teatgro Inigo has been equip- EA 3-9400, Ext. 215, from 1-4:30
ped with new lights and risers p.m. on weekdays.
for the production.
The characters will wear
MEMBERS OF the cast insome 90 costumes during the clude Dennis LaPorte, Dennis
play. Each of the main leads Harkins, Robert Kriley, James
has 10 costume changes and the Naiden, Mr. William Taylor, Pat
other players will make as many Taylor, Jane Dobyns, Patty
Walker, Elliott Chamizo, Ron
as five changes.
Hallman, Steve Lerner, Claudia
THE PLAY will run for four Kostecka, David Butler, Nancy
successive weekends. The other Walton, Annetta Swan, Vincent
performance dates are Feb. 1, Kriley and Brian Templeton.
Feb. 7-8, 14-15 and 21-22. CurThe production staff includes
tain time for each performance Jay_Glerum, Mrs. William Dore,
Jane Dobyns, Patty Walker,
is 8:30 p.m.
Admission prices are $1.25 for Dennis Harkins, Maggie Penne,
adults and 75 cents for students. Bob Lee, Margaret Mazewski,
Reservations for all perform- Claudia Kostecka, JimLove and
ances may be made by calling Jack Sutcliffe.

Spectatorphotoby Dave Verron
STOPMEL COUNTS will be S.U.s strategy for tonight's
game against Oregon State, and none of the Chiefs seem
overly concerned. Charlie Williams smiles knowingly
as he and his teammates wrap up a petrified Counts.
John Tresvant, the man assigned to halting Counts,
seems unworried and instead looks fondly to the other
basket and 30 pointsof his own.

$

Cash Penalty ( 10) Set
For Late Registration
The registrar's office
students who register late
fined.
According to the new
be required to present complete class schedules to the
registrar's office and obtain registration numbers
before Feb. 28.
THOSE WHO FAIL to do so

Fast-Paced Homecoming Begins
By JUDY RAUNIG
To take in this year's
multi-faceted Homecoming
activities, grab a perch on
an extra high totem pole
and rent a helicopter to
keep up with the pace of
S.U.s Homecoming fever.
Homecoming week officially got under way last
night with the presentation of

"Gems of Great and Light
Opera" by S.U.s Chorale in
Pigott Aud.
When the Chieftains meet
Oregon State tonight at 8 p.m.
in the Ice Arena, the Homecoming "war whoops" will be wild
and frenzied, as the committee
and hundreds of participants

release their tensions built up

through long days and nights
of preparation. The Lummi Indian dancers will entertain during half-time.
ANOTHER FIRST is on tap
tonight: Jean Anouilh's "Becket" will premier on Teatro Inigo's stage at 8:30 p.m.
Flying between the Chieftain
and the gym, where Tiny Tony

New Journeyman
This year's second issue of
The Journeyman, a four-page
supplement to The Spectator,
appears today on pages 5
through 8. The supplement
contains statements from

each of the nine members of
the faculty core revision
committee.

and the Statics will entertain,
should be no problem. Another
"don't miss" on tonight's
agenda is the hootenanny in
the Chieftain lounge. The victory

dance will also feature the

music of Jackie Souders and
his orchestra in the Chieftain

announced yesterday that
for spring quarter will be
rule, all day students will

will not be allowed to register
on registration day and will be
fined $10 for late registration.
An additional $1 will be assessed for each day after the regular registration day.
The new rule applies to all
day students. In the past, students who worked on registration were allowed to register
in advance of the regular registration day.
Pre registration for spring
quarter will begin on Feb. 3.
Between Feb. 3-10, all students
should make an appointment to
see their advisers by signing
appointment sheets posted on

advisers' doors.

cafeteria.
STUDENTS should consult
S.U. STUDENTS also—will lose with their advisers sometime
tonight
of
hair
a lot
facial between Feb. 10-28. The regishair, that is. The 76 contestants
trar's office will issue registrain the beard-growing contest will tion
numbers to students who
be narrowed down to 20 by a present
schedules signed
panel of judges at 10 p.m. in by theirclass
advisers.
the Chieftain conference room.
No registration numbers have
The six finalists with the heaviest beards will be awarded been reserved for seniors. HowRemington electric shavers. ever, class cards will be pulled
They will participatein a shave- in advance for seniors who have
obtained registration numbers
off at 11 p.m. in the gym.
Prizes will be awarded to the and whose names are on the
spring quarter graduation list.
(Continued on page 12)
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Sore Muscles:

Dance Entertainment
Sophs Drill with Bayonets Schedule Announced

By EMMETT LANE
Sophomore ROTC cadets are being
presented with a new challenge this

The entertainment schedule for S.U.s Homecoming dance at
the Olympic HotelFeb. 6 is as follows:
Dave LewisBand
9 p.m.-midnight
Olympic Bowl
Burke Garrett Band
9-9:45 p.m
Grand Ballroom
Buddy Greco Show
Grand Ballroom
9:45-10:30 p.m
Burke Garrett Band
10:30-11 p.m
Grand Ballroom
Coronation Ceremony
11-11:20 p.m
Grand Ballroom
Burke Garrett Band
11:20 p.m.-12:15 a.m Grand Ballroom
Buddy Greco Show
12: 15 p.m.-l a.m
Grand Ballroom
Riverboat Ramblers
9:30 pm.-12:15 a.m Spanish Ballroom

quarter.
They recently began a combined pro-

gram of physical and bayonet training.
The program in its first week left many
cadets sore and tired, but happy to be rid of
the burden of regular drill in uniform.
THE SIX-WEEK course is meant to familiarize the cadets with this type of training and to
give them a new and interesting drill program.
Bayonet training is taught by a committee
of cadets from S.U.s Raider Co. under the
direction of Cadet Lt. Col. Tony Baron. At the
completion of the training period, there will be
competition to choose the most proficient platoon in this art of war.
THE THREE remaining drill periods of this
quarter will be spent in regular drill as the
cadets prepare for drill competition.
Half of each period is devoted to the physical training program. It consists of a series
of exercises designed to develop stamina,
strength, agility and endurance.

A Phi O Membership
Accepts New Pledges

ALTHOUGH THE ROTC staff realizes that
no muscle men will develop overnight, there is
hope that the training will stimulate interest

and self-initiative.
The physical training program is under the
leadership of regular cadet officers.
The sophomore company commanders are
Cadet Captains Ben Lockrem, Fred Sutter and
Vince Musculo.

BAYONET TACTICS are demonstrated
by Al Hensley (facing camera) and Steve
Starbuck.
—Spectator Photo by Jim Haley

A. P. News

Tickets Available
Tickets to the Feb. 8 performance of Andre Kastolanetz will be available in the
ASSU office throughMonday.
The noted musician will direct the Seattle symphony
orchestra at 8:30 p.m. in the
Opera House. The student
price is $1.50, down from the
regular price of $2.50.

The active membership of
Alpha Phi Omega, one of S.U.s
service fraternities, has accepted 30 new pledges.
Actives had their first review
last Wednesday and accepted:
Paul Barbarus, Pete Casey,
Mike Chastek, Curt Coyne, Carl
Calusurdo, Phil Cummins, Dan
Deleuw, Dan Hoffa, Frank
Frediani, Joe Gaffney, Frank
Gaffney, Lou Gebenini, Martin
Hahn.
Brian Leahy, Edward Markle,
Andy McClure, Pat McGovern,
Joe McNamee, Jim Morris, Bob
Mortell, Mike Moran, Gary

JAN. 30

PANAMA: U.S. authorities ordered special security measures
today in the face of widespread
rumors that Panamanian workers
and students planned a strike to
paralyze Panama Canal operations.
SAN DIEGO, CALIF.: A nationwide strike has been authorized
for Jan. 31 against the American
and National Broadcasting Companies.

JACKSON, MISS.: A jury of 12
white men was selected today to
sit in judgment on Byron de la
Beckwith, charged in the slaying
of Medgar Evers.
JAN. 29
SAIGON, VIET NAM: South
Viet Nam's government was in
confusion following two bloodless
military coups d'etat.
SARATOSA, FLA.: The television industry altered its code of
ethics to prevent cigarette adver-

tising that encourages young
people to take up smoking.
WIESBADEN, GERMANY: A
U.S. Air Force jet trainer that
disappeared over East Germany
on Jan. 28 was forced down by a
Soviet fighter andall three Amer-

ican officers aboard were killed.
U.S. officials called the shooting
a "shocking and senseless act."
The Soviets said the plane's errant flight was a "gross provocation" and a "clear intrusion."

Morton, Larry Mattson, Bob
Ostland, John Penney, Rick

Shepherd, Mike Stamnes, Jim
Stone, Pat Webb and Fred Williams.

Local Minister
To Speak Here
The pastor of the First
African Methodist Episcopal
Church in Seattle, Rev. John
Adams, will be the guest
lecturer at today's interracial relations class.
Rev. Adam's topic will be
"The Problems of the American Negro in Seattle."
The lecture will be in
Pigott Aud. at 11:10 a.m. It
is part of the curriculum in a
class taught by Dr. Robert
Larson, head of S.U.s sociology dept.
The class is moved into
Pigott Aud. every Friday to
accommodate those lectures.
All students are welcome to
attend.

By Popular Demand
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YOUR WEDDING PICTURES ARE SO IMPORTANT
You'll want to see your wedding as only a capable professional
photographer can capture it. Yours to see for always
to
share
to keep as a Treasured Memory.

...

...

Open from 8:30 p.m.

KENNELL-ELLIS, INC.

6108 Roosevelt
No One Under 18 Admitted

MA 4-5535

Official Seattle University Photographer

1426 -sth Aye.
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Better Foreign Relations Part of PAVLA Aim
identification and hope." In his
speech, he emphasized the fact
Fostering better inter- that "we cannot pass by the
American relations is the suffering man and do nothing,"
primary inspiration of sev- by disregarding basic Christian
eral Catholic organizations precepts.
Lovett spoke at the PAVwho sponsored two conven- LAFr.
convention, Jan. 22-23, which
tions in Chicago last week.
also considered the work of the
TwoS.U. delegates,JoeRobin- Association for International
son, Sodality prefect, and Dr. Development and the Extension
Thomas Downey, PAVLA fac- Lay Volunteers. conference,
The CICOP
ulty director, attended the conventions at the Edgewater Beach on Jan. 20 and 21, received
wishes of success from PresiHotel.
Johnson, indicating the imdent
Fr.Stephen Szeman, PAVLA's
of its work. Unable to
portance
Seattle archdiocesan director, attend, the
speech of the Most
conferences
also attended the
McGrath, C.S.C.,
Mark
Rev.
Papal
of the
Volunteers to Latin Vicar Capitularof Panama, was
America and the Catholic Inter- read at the convention.
American CooperationProgram.
HIS PROMISE that "friendFR. VINCENT Lovett, PAV- ship to be genuine and to be
LA director, typified the work
of the lay Papal Volunteers as
that of building invisible "bridges of understanding and rapport
and exchange, comprehension,
By MARGIE CROW

helpful supposes a knowledge of
our friend" inspired Fr. McGrath to show how little most
of us actually know about Latin
America. He also explained the
role of the Church in interAmerican relations, particularly
that, although her mission in the
world remains the same, the
world does not. To keep in step
with the world requires "continual adaptation."
ACCORDING to Robinson, a
meeting is planned next week
to develop the now tentative
plans to establish a PAVLA
training center on the S.U.
campus. It will probably follow
the Omaha plan at Creighton
University where the faculty offers it services to the center.
Dr. Downey said the training
classes will most likely be at

'Mel Counts'to Appear
At Weekend Pep Rally

Beard Growers!
Preliminary judging in the
Beard Growing Contest will
be at 10 p.m. today in the

Chieftain conference room.
Formal judging will take
place in the gym at II p.m.
Remington shavers will be
given to the six contestants
with the heaviest beards. A
shave-off will determine the
winner of the best razor,
which will go to the one who
removes his growth the
fastest.
Prizes will also be given to
the most peculiar and best
looking beards. Judging in
this section will be by the
audience at the dance. A boobey prize will be awarded to
the "peachiest" fuzz.

Serving Your
Auto Needs:

The S.U. Pep Club plans a a Homecoming rally Sunday at
rally today at 12:40 p.m. in the 8 p.m. in front of the Chieftain.
Chieftain in anticipation of the It will be the biggest rally since
Oregon State-S.U. game tonight. the rally whichmarked the start
The Spirits announced that of the season, say the Spirits.
THE PEP CLUB plans a
their special guest list includes
marching
parade which is to
such big names as Oregon
State's Mcl Counts (life size start at Marycrest and will procopy), S.U. coach Bob Boyd, gress to Bellarmine, Xavier and
John Tresvant and the S.U. finally to the Chieftain. Since
this rally is for the homecoming
Chieftains.
THE CHEERLEADERS and game, the Spirits hope students
songleaders, as well as the pep will turn out in large numbers
band, will be at the rally to to get into the Homecoming
wish success to the Chiefs to- spirit, according to Renee.
night against their toughest
foes of the season. Renee Wor'Smith' Ducats
och, songleader queen, says she
hopes "all the students will
iicKets ior nowaro n.
Smith's appearance are availcome and show the team their
able today and every day
support."
next week in the Chieftain
The Spirits will also sponsor
from 11 a.m. to 1p.m. and in
the ASSU office from1-3 p.m.
Treat Your Date
Admission is 75 cents for
students and $1.50 for adults.
to the Best
Smith will speak on camTake Her To Dinner at
pus at 8 p.m. Feb. 10 in
Pigott And.

CLARK'S
DUBLIN HOUSE

JOE
SHERIFFS

Before The Homecoming
Ball
The Ultimate in

Entertainment
Free Parking in the
Washington Bldg. Garage
after 5:30 p.m.

*

Tune Up
"Motor
"Electrical
Repair
"Light
"Lubrication
Brakes

developingand staffing Catholic
schools in Latin America. They
are also working on health and
nursing programs, sanitation
facilities, engineering projects,
newspapers, libraries and many
more improvements.
The Chicago convention also
hosted delegates from the Extension Lay Volunteers, which

The Papal Volunteers are now

1307 So. Wabash Aye., Chicago.

career.

l^ffal

Ready

for Students

The office of S.U.s scholarship committee has received a set of the latest bulletins listing scholarship
opportunities for college students.
The list is published by Dr. Benjamin Fine and Sidney Eisenberg. In all, there
are 11 bulletins, each cov- secretary of that firm.
Additional and detailed inforering such specific areas as
on these and other scholscholarships for the chil- mation
arships is available in the office
scholarships,
dren of veterans,
of the scholarship committee,
fellowships and loans for nurs- P254.
ing students and scholarships
and loans for medical students
MISS PATRICIA Young, executive secretary of the scholarship committee, said that the
lists are open to students. They
are also available from the Bell
Syndicate, New York City, at
10 cents per copy.
The committee alsoannounced
that two scholarships have been
made available to S.U. students.
The Highline area PTA Council sponsors a teacher scholarship and a student aid fund. Applicants must be graduates of
the Highline district high school
and should contact the Highline
district schooloffices as soon as
possible.

SOME scholarships are also
available through Potlatch Forests, Inc., Lewiston, Idaho. Applications must be addressed to
Mr. Jack Clifford, executive

The Riverboat Ramblers, who
are scheduled to appear in the
Spanish Ballroom during the
HomecomingDance February 6,
have asked this staff to correct
an error as to their mode of

entertainment.
They were cited as a folksinging group, when actually they
are a "ragtime and dixieland"
band. Members of the group
are: Roy Angevine, base; Earl

Angevine, piano; Paul Pival,
banjo; and, Frank Jones, drum-

Just across from Chieftain
11th & E. Madison

mer.

fjA
J

(Continued from page 1)
"Against Pepperdine Iwaited
for the good shots to come
along and then shot," he continued. "The coach told me to
wait and it worked Monday. I'm
going to try not to force my
shots anymore.
"What Iremember most
about Oregon State from last
year is Mcl Counts. He is seven
feet tall and darn good. Iknow
that Tres (John Tresvant) and
Iare seniors and that we want
to go as far as we can this year.
We want to take all the marbles."
Tresvant said that "if we
work as a team we can do a
good job. We had some bad
breaks last year. They only
have one good player— Counts.
Iknow we can beat them."
WHEN QUESTIONED, Williams said that he would probably have more to say after the
game than before. Then he
quipped :"If Greg (Vermillion)
takes another vitamin shot like
he did before the last game,
then we will really whip them."
The Chiefs will go with basically the same lineup they have
used in the past several games.
Phillips and Williams will go as
guards, Vermillion and Rich
Turney will take the forward
spots and Tresvant will be at
the post.

HOMECOMING

"3 FABLES OF LOVE"
Starring Leslie Caron

25% Discount

"TOMORROW IS MY TURN"

CORSAGES

\

{

Chief-Beaver
Battle Tonight

BROADWAY
FLORAL
SHOP

Broadway Theatre

f

is a similar organization of one
year of service in the U.S.
PAVLA and CICOP have their
headquarters at 1300 So. Wabash Aye., Chicago, and ELY at

More Scholarships

Spanish Ballroom
Hosts Dixie Band

Atmosphere

and Fine Dining

RICHFIELD

night, featuring courses on varaspects of Latin America.
Advanced training is given in
Mexico, Puerto Rico and Petropolis, Brazil. Anyone can volunteer for the program which
supported by the archdiocese.
PAVLA was established in
January, 1961, and now has 282
volunteers in 13 countries. The
volunteer spends three years in
training and service, but, unlike
the Peace Corps, the work can
be continued into a lifetime

ious

TUXEDOES
Continental Style

CT||DDC

TUXEDO

3IUDDJ

RENTALS

707 Pine

MU2-5121

STUDENT RATES with
Current Student Body Card

f
fff IJI
UfeAier

1533

Broadway

EA 4-2662

The Wee Bigtro
of Pioneer Square

applauds Seattle University Student

CAROL CROZIER
For Her FinePerformance In The
MetropolitanOpera Auditions
Friday 9 p.m. til 2 a.m.
Saturday 8 p.m. til midnite

OPERA, OPERETTA
Broadway Show Tunes
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Editorial

Time to End the Hibernation?

SEATTLE

Today's Spectator features the second issue
of The Journeyman for this year. The entire
issue is devoted to a discussion of the core curriculum revision by the membersof the faculty
committee studying the core.
This is an ideal opportunity to find out what
the core is, why it should or should not be revised, and what it could mean to each of us.
The subject is vitally
— important, and the discussion will show why if you read it, that is.

Published W.dn^do». and FrMam rftKlnf Mm idiool yoar .«»pl en h.llday.and during
ftaal <xaininatl.ni by "twa'mtl o» 1.0111. Unlv.nlty. Editorial and bininut afflcM al th.
»p.<iatoi »uild!«g, 91S I. Marian, J»oiil., Washington, 91)12 S*coad-dau po.tag. paid at
S.nrtl. Washington. Subscription: $4 a yoar; cUio relatives, alumni, $2.50; Canada, M«ice,
$4 2S; other foreign, SS.4O; airmail in U.S., $6 60

Managing Editor

Editor
PAT WELD

JIM HALEY

POSTMARKEDREADER
To the Editor:
I would like to comment on
Miss Carol Ballangrud's letter,
published in Wednesday's issue of
The Spectator.
As a student who was fortunate
enough to be offered the oppor-

tunities of the honors course, I
feel it somewhat annoying to find
myself classified as a "non-average" student. Miss Ballangrud
does not indicate on which sideof
the average we, the seminar-type
people, stand. Her wording would
imply that we are above average.
All of us, Ihope, are cognizant of
the fact that we possess only a
small percentage of the talent on
campus.
However, perhaps the "non-average" position accorded us by
Miss Ballangrud is due to the
nature of our views and the sometimes rash persistence with which
we propose them. My own view,
at least, has been misinterpreted
in Miss Ballanrud's letter. I am
willing to grant with glee that
courses in philosophy are often
presented by teachers with open
minds, who do not hesitate to admit that their views are not a)
the last word, nor b) convincing.
My objections to the present

—

UNFORTUNATELY, too many won't read it.
The reasons for not reading it would be too
numerous and too speculative to study here.
However, this case is only one example of a
more critical question: Why don't students in
philosophy core do not lie solely general do anything?
in the argument that pat answers
American students today are in a position
are forced down the student's to change the course of world events— ana stuthroat. Although this is a danger,
I understand it is, in the main, dents in other nations are doing just that. But
BUT WE, supposedly, are getting intellecin our own nation, where there are more stusuccessfully avoided.In my mind,
tual, spiritual and social food as well, so it
the basic inadequacy lies in the dents and more colleges for them than in any
seems that these types of activity are also exeither non-existentor merejy nom- other part of the world, important causes like
pected of us. Therefore, since all doctors agree
inal inclusion of philosophies oth- civil rights, our political parties
and the lay
—
er than the Angelic Doctor. If missions to mention only a few are left begthat an overweight condition is unhealthy, we
modern thinkers are included at ging for student support. Our students, who
hadbetter start exercising.
all, it is due to the personal deWhy not start with the core curriculum?
have more resources and more facilities than
cision of the individual teacher.
other
students
in
the
world
inhistory,
do
Most
of the information and theories are preany
or
philIfeel that the force of the
sented right here in The Journeyman, so it
osophical problems faced by the relativelynothing.
would be an easy exercise to start with. Just
student in 1964 cannot be presentread it. And then get interested and do some
KNOWLEDGE HAS been called food for the
ed by concentrating on one philosophical approach. Some revision mind. And the Catholic school offers physical,
exercise.
shouldbe made so as to introduce
more than one answer, and indeed, more than one set of questions.
I would like to point out that
everything Ihave said has been
light, the individual solo per- balance and a disconcerting
By KATHY ROBEL
my own opinion, and I do not
claim to represent the "seminarA rehearsal preview of "Gems formances of Linda Robinson, lapse of melody here and there.
type" people. My letter was in- of Great and Light Opera" John Codling , Kathy Harding
spired by the fact that Ifeel that showed
promise of an entertain- and Sigrid Endresen lent excitCONSIDERING the chorale's
Miss Ballangrud has to some expossibly lively evening ing semi-professionalpolish and short preparation, they have
tent misrepresented many of the ing and
talent to the production. (N.8.: done remarkably well. Some of
opinionspresented at the Saturday of old favorites.
While the whole program Not all solo performances were the best performances certainNight Discussions.
ly the liveliest— are the selecJack McGann seemed more plodding than heard by the reviewer.)
tions from "Prince Igor" (alias
"Kismet") and "Boris GodoTHE ALUMNI contributing—
Charivaria
particularly Don Phelps and nov." This seems to be S.U.
Peggy Pasquier Loucks lifted Chorale at its best, and well
the monotony of generally uni- worth hearing.
maginative show-tune arrangeThe perennial fixture of a
ments and provided some of the large selection of dull and hackbest, most spirited, alive, pol- neyed show tunes, though adequately rendered, make one
ished singing all evening.
Accompanists Linda Ross and wonder whether the core reviDarylSpadacini held everything sion committee might not initogether with their usual com- tiate an immediate project to
BY WINNIE WYNHAUSEN
petance; the double quartet's buy new (twentieth century,perHappiness may be a "Warm Puppy" or a "Rat Fink" respec- medleyentertained, despite poor haps) music for the Chorale?
tively, but on a college campus happiness takes on its own inspirin8 VlBht Here are J ust a few suggestions:
Happiness is being three weefes into the quarter and only two weefes
Featuring:
behind.
Happiness is falling asleep with your head on your book and discovering that osmosis really works.
Happiness is a leisurely breakfast.
Happiness is abreakfast.
Happiness is that book you HAVE to find being in the library.
A. L|ve Music & Dancing
Happinessis ironedclothes and all your buttons.
Happinessis your teacher congratulating you on an intelligent question.
Happinessis six hours sleep each night.
Wednesday, Friday,
l_
iA/\*% r\
Happiness is St. Thomas Aquinas denying the principle of contradiction.
Saturday
Happiness is the library charging your fines to your Diners' Club Card.
Happinessis waking up on Saturday without a hangover.
period.
Happinessis waking up on Saturday
21 or o
Over
Happiness is sitting in the Chieftain for an hour with your lips sealed.

—
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A Many Splendored Thing
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Happiness is knowing something ... sort of.
and not have
Happiness is being able to feel grouchy, look grouchy,
"
some cheerful soul grin, "Good morning!
Happiness is receiving your degree withhonors because you're the one
millionth student to register.
Happiness is the time you, your teacher and your classmates all know
you're talking in circles, but nobody says so.
Happiness is a bad pun.
I Happiness is "the simple things in life" .. .so long as you're not one

of them.

Seattle's Most Elegant Coiffure Salon:
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spiritual and social nourishment as well. Our
sleek and well-fed students should be converting all this nourishment into energy for the
diverse activities and interests that are available to us and crying for help.
However, the majority of this food is apparently becoming nothing more than fat. Like
bears before hibernation, we are growing fatter
and lazier, and yet, at the same time, all that
excess potential energy stirs a great restlessness in all of us.
We work off enough of the restlessnes by
running around and making noise, and then we
settle back to sleep again. It's a fine way for
fat bears to live, but fat bears don't belong in
college. Fat bears get physical nourishment
only, and physical exercise is all that's expected of them.

.—
J
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LET'S FACE IT
Sometimes studies get to be a drag. But
it sure is nice to know that IVAR'S on
BROADWAY is so handy that it takes
only a few minutes to run up for a quick,
pick-me-up snack: a hamburger and
coffee, or Chinese food, fish and chips
and, of course, IVAR'S Ever-Rejuvenatin 1
Clam Nectar.
Study hard and eat hearty at

IVAR'S on BROADWAY
Broadway at Thomas
A Self-Service drive-in
open till 2 a.m.
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House of Intellect

Faculty Studies New Structure
members should have an opportunity
to offer their suggestions, either at the
open meetings or through their appropriate committee representative.

Editor's Note
This issue of Journeyman is being published to present the nine
addresses deliveredlast Friday at a general university faculty meeting,
convened specifically for core curriculum considerations.
As is evident from the folloioingarticles, the faculty core committee
members have not confronted this reexamination with rigid, preconceived ideas. They are asking penetrating questions. They are seeking
a foundation for academic excellence which can be as good as it sounds.
What is the purpose of a liberaleducation* What should or should
not be in the core curriculum to fulfill this purpose?
The committee members' talks included in this issue reveal their
current thinking as regards their respective departments-

study committee composed of Fr. BradFr. John Fitterer.S.J.
ley, Dr. Downes, Dr. Larson, Fr. Nigro,
is obvious that Seattle University Fr. Patterson, Fr. Saenz, and Dr. Toushows many signs of activity and tonghi. The committee members repredrives for excellence in the areas of our sent those disciplines most commonly
responsibilites. There is a movement identified with the core curriculum in
past.
and a restlessness afoot that is affecting the
The committee members are exclunearly all segments of the University.
One of the most evident at present con- sively from the College of Arts and Scieven though their recommendacerns the core curriculum and its rela- ences
tions may well affect the curriculum
tionship to our most important resource, of
all the departments, schools and colthe Seattle University student.

faculty meeting took
Theplacefirston "open"
Oct. with about 30 faculty
25,

members and the entire committee
present. Father Nigro reported on the
results of the philosophy department
discussions of Oct. 15. Fr. Thomas
O'Brien read a prepared statement on
two types of curriculum needed for superior and average students. The meaning of the core curriculum and the position and importance of philosophy
were discussed in some detail.
Nov. 27 a second "open" faculty
Onmeeting
with the committee took
spoke

It

almost universally recommended
faculty
You
the close of our fall
orientation conference a study and requarter

at

vision of our core curriculum. VeryRev.
Father President appointed Fr. Bertin
chairman of a faculty core curriculum

leges of the University. Hence, in addition to his core curriculum area, each
member of the committee is a contact
or liaison officer with one of the professional schools or special programs
in the University.
NOW FOR A brief summary of the

"" .. our most important resource, the

Seattle Universitystudent."

Fr. John Fitterer, S.J.
Dean, Arts and Sciences

committee work. On Oct. 7 the

Academic Council discussed with Fr.
Bertin the functions of the core curriculum study committee. Since this was
to be a faculty committee, all faculty

History, the Essential Handmaid
That Wisdom Be Grounded

and Walk Among Men

Fr.Robert Bradley. S.J.
suppose that the core curriculum
has no place for history is to suppose that it has no place for any study
at all. For history means quite literally
"study" or "inquiry." Historia is essentially what it was when the Greeks first

still no less essential to the other ancillary disciplines, which, as we have
stated, originally derived wholly or partially from her. Not only are aerodynamics no less than aesthetics, and
French syntax no less than Freudian
analysis, "
illumined by the "historical
approach; they are historical in themselves. And a distinct discipline must
guarantee our awareness of that existential fact.

T>

named it: The investigation, the inquiry
par excellence.
It is true, history as an academic discipline is a rather recent thing. The
"core curriculum committee" in thirteenth-century Paris or even seventeenth-century Louvain would never
have dreamed of including it as a requirement. History was at once too
old and familiar and too young and
self-conscious to have been deemed essential to the business of making sophomores really wise.
It was only in the modern age of revolution that the oldest of habits became
the newest of disciplines. It was only
when Becoming replaced Being and
Process replaced Purpose, as the matrix of professional learning that history
itself became professional— and indeed
the matrix, in object and method, of
what we call the social sciences and, to
a fair extent, of the humanities and the
physical sciences as well.
NOW PHILOSOPHY and especially
the Perennial Philosophy— must keep,
and does keep, the Becoming subordinate to the Being. Not everything flows!
And theology— and especially the Christian theology
must keep, and does
keep, the process subordinate to the
purpose. The magnalia Dei await their
climax in the Parousia.
Yet the flow of nature and the stirrings of God must be, and are, ob-

—

—

"Yet the flow of nature and the stirrings of God must be
observed
andnarrated ."
Fr.Robert Bradley, S.J.
Head,History Dept.

..

...

served and narrated, if the final and
the perennial are to be seen for what
they are or will be. History is thus

ancillary

to

—

theology and philosophy;

but its ancillary role is essential if the
wisdom is to be grounded and walk
among men.

history is thus essential to the
Ifsupernatural
"core of the core"— the natural and
wisdom which alone jus-

tify our existence as a university— it is

THIS DISCIPLINE is history as such;
and as such it is identical with the unacademic wonder, the spontaneous love
3f story,the simple "inquiry"withwhich
all human learning began. To secure
this identity, discipline and diversion,
or professionliasm and spontaneity, of
study and story, there is, of course,
need for vigilance.
But we can assure you in the rest of
this university that your department of
history is vigilant. And that means concretely that we teach— and will constantly try better to teach history from
the historical approach!

—

FOLLOWING THE MANDATE to spell
role of history in the core curriculum, in terms of course content,
credit hours, etc., we welcome your inout this

terest and suggestions. And we are con-

fident that we can at one and the same
t;
me meet the future demands of your
science and the past pretensions of our
art.
The Ciceronean magistra vitae is our
canon; and in its light we will confidently reassess our labors on that explicitation of memory called "study," that
summation of experience called "history"—by which alone the past is enabled to fulfill its role of prologue.

place. Father President
on the
studies of the Los Angeles workshop in
philosophy and theology. The nature of
the core curriculum and the place of
philosophy in the core were again dis-

cussed.

ON DEC. 13, Fr. Bertin recommended
for the present, the core curriculum would consist of those courses required for all students in the university and that the committee would concentrate on the basic minimum core for
all students. The School of Engineering
submitted a proposed core curriculum
that,

for all students, and a number of the
faculty have made recommendations re-

garding philosophy, English, composition, foreign language, the fine arts and
other specific subject-matter areas.
On Jan. 9 I was asked to replace
Fr. Bertin on the committee because of
his poor health. On Jan. 14 the entire
committee met with Fr. Costello to discuss the next steps for the core curriculum study. It was decided that an eventual study would be made of class loads,
size of classes and faculty salaries.
ON JAN 22 our committee met in
our first closed luncheon session. Fr.
Morton was appointed to the committee
as coordinator of the philosophy core
curriculum and Fr. Nigro became my
assistant for unifying and integrating
the core.
Now, what of the format for the meetings? After a careful study of the committee's work so far it was felt that any
study and design of a core curriculum
must begin with a statement of the purpose and goals of Seattle University.
What are we trying to do in our liberal
education for our student body? If we
'^ye a solid foundation and clearly defined goals, then all of us, committee
and faculty, can build a house of intellect to fulfill our objectives in a specific-

ally-Jesuit education.
Our present statutes and bulletin of information have a statement on the purpose and scope of Seattle University
The statement is well written but too
general and vague to answer the question, "what are we trying to do?"

FRANKLY. ITHINK many of us are
asking why history or English or the
social sciences are necessary for a liberal education. Why do we teach philosophy, theology, languages, science or
mathematics as the liberalizing foundation of the Bachelor of Arts or the Bachelor of Science degrees? With this in
mind Ihave asked for a brief report
from each member of the committee on
the "why" of each specific discipline
with a brief reference at the close of
each report concerning the general direction of the studies of the committee
so far.
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Theology

Not Apologetics Nor Glorified Catechism,
But Intellectual Discipline and Liberal Art

CONSIDERED AS a liberal art, theFr.Webster Patterson. SJ.
ology is a cardinal instrument for chanUniversity
in fact every neling the rich cultural heritage of Westuniversity— is intended strictly and ern civilization to the university student.
primarily to produce an intellectual No man— whether he be Moslem, Chriselite.No doubt it is a truism, but today's tian or Jew can pretend to be really
university students are intended to be educated unless he has had some acquaintance with the great ideas and the
tomorrow's intellectual leaders.
which have shaped the
The intellectual needs to know his own great booksWestern
of
civilization. These
intellectual ancestry, what factors have course
great books include not only Plato and
contributed to the makeup of his civili- Aristotle,
Newton and Galileo, but the
zation, his culture, and even his personality and prejudices. He must have the Old and New Testaments, St. Paul and
background necessary for judgment and the early Christian writers.
Especially should the Christian intelthe tools of judgment at his disposal. He
needs to know how to think, but not nec- lectual have some knowledge of the
great books of Christianity through firstessarily what to think.
contact— their literary forms and
Since this is so, Seattle University's hand
their themes, purpose and
four-year theology program has the interpretation,theology
program at SeatThe
content.
in
purpose
same
as the other courses
tle University is aimed to give such a
the University: Intellectual training, the background.
formation of a mature intellect. Basic
to the program is the conviction (now
growing among many American univerTHE STUDENT WHO still conceiyes
sities, e.g. lowa State, Harvard, Prince- of college theology as a mere extension
ton) that theology has a key role to play of high school "religious instruction"
in every university both as an intel- will most likely have trouble at Seattle
lectual discipline and as a liberal art. U. Theology is not apologetics (learning

—

Seattle

—

—

the "ready answer"), nor glorified catechism classes, nor boy-scoutish training
in moral and spiritual values. All these
have their place somewhere, but not in
a university.

usefulness is not the purpose of the theology
Immediate
nor for
that matter is it the purpose of any unicourse,

versity course. Trade schools, business
schools, etc., exist for the practicalminded student who wishes to become a
mechanic rather than an engineer, or
a typist rather than an educated executive. A university aims at something
much higher— in theology as well.
Attention is called, therefore, to the
fact that the S.U. four-year theology
course is a course. A course is not merely a collection of spiritual subjects whose
only norm of selection is immediate
practicality. A four-year course (such as
the S.U. theology program) aims at the
greatest possible good at something

—

which can be acquired in no other way,

nor at any other time in one's life.

HERE IT IS to bring the student by
the historical-scriptural approach into a
deeper and broader vision of reality and
of the Christian faith as a whole, where-

"Immediate usefulness is not the purpose of the theology course."
Fr. Webster Patterson, S.J.
Head, TheologyDept.

Literary Literacy
Dr.DavidDownes
man,

for in
literacy is the hallmark of the truly civilized
Literary
the creativity of the literary imagination is the fullness of man in

into the focus of the richest sensiall of his human
bility and the most profound intelliof the imagin"s:s gibility. The works
-sisi ation are thus glorious memorials
"*:ji; forever breathing new life into the
"58 lastingly beautiful images of man
;s£: and the forms of things. These
5:5: memorials are a very important
";:£:; part of the tradition of human culture whose heritage is our great
Sjij: gift to receive with love and pass on
>:":::" with care.
It is our general duty, then, to
help set every generation of men
5:5
":":":; on the path -to literary literacy and
":■:":"
our special duty to introduce him
:"*"": to his specific cultural heritage—
English. The cultural heritage of
5:5
":":":"
the English-speaking people is thus
j:;:£ our subject, and literature the me:":":":; dium by which we come to know
5& and appreciateit.
there ought to be a radical
".
revision in the quality of courses
■:§:"" TV"eeping in mind that our task is makingup the
core."
:"¥";" JV a cooperativeone with educatDr.David Downes
-5:5: ors who precede us and those who
English Dept.
:;":":": follow, Iconsider it the job of the
|5:5 English department at the level of
:":":":■
the core curriculum to survey the British and American traditions of
:j:|:i:; English literature both in their distinctive literacy qualities as well as
in their broad cultural implications. The aims of every teacher of these
:5k
;iiis courses should embrace wide reading, an introduction to the very best
:":":■: in our literary heritage, and a continued effort at advancing the stu";8: dents' knowledge of the tools of literaryjudgment.
:":":":
We must intensify the students' interest in our subject and increase
:|:£: his desire to form good standards of judgment; this means we must
"W: work on his reading skills by demanding more perception and sensiand in helping him to understand the great masterpieces of English literary tradition, we must try to give him a sense of continuity.
capacities brought

:s:s

..

Itivity;
":":":":

:":":";"

5:5:
"::;";";

"5:5
5:5:
5:5:
":":":":

GOOD READING comes from good writing and ought to occasion
imitation. Thus writing is a component of English education. However,
writing ought to be a function of good reading done in our subject—
literature. Hence composition which does not truly grow out of our
teaching subject has no place in our curriculum. As for elementary
composition in college,it was publicly declared as long ago as 1959 by
distinguished members of my profession that such a course does not
properly belong in college. Therefore our composition courses must be
critically examined to see if they truly grow out of our subject, or
whether they are methods in searchof a matter.

"5$ nphe practical implications of these ideals can only here be tentatively
certain tendencies are clear. Their imple5:5: L suggested. However,
very likely mean revitalizing the teaching of British
-5:5: mentation would
■5:5 surveys of literature, addition of an American survey, an elimination
£:;";"

:":":":"
:":":":"

:":;!;:"

of the present composition courses, and a new program organized
around the subject we profess.
In general, Ido not see the English core curriculum increasing in
required hours though it may in required courses; at least there ought
to be a radical revision in the quality of courses making up the core.

"fir- Edmund Morton, B.J.
Dean, Graduate School

Must Language Be a Must?
Fr.Robert Saenz,S.J.

in all the pans are organically related
we may formulate it, howto a common center.
ever we may specify its content,
Consequently, the theologyprogram at liberal education must aim at "a liberty
Seattle University aims at 1) giving the
that radiates from mind and heart, a
deepest possibleinsight into Catholicism liberty that lifts man above all the acas an organic whole, as really one cidental and frequently painful circumtruth; 2) a personal possession of this
stances of human life." (E. S. Flajole,
truth— not through "brainwashing" or S.J.)
"indoctrination"— but throughpersonally
It must aim at releasing man from
discovering it by first-hand contact with the space-and-time-bound condition in
basic sources, and then by assimilating which he finds himself caught up from
birth, and at launching him on a lifeit as a reality; 3) a grasp of the relationship of this truth to all other truth trajectory which passes through time
and to life and its problems.
into timelessness a life-trajectorywhose
beginning lies in its end precisely beIN THIS PROCESS the student is the cause its end lies in its beginning.
principal agent, the one who "does the
activity." Self-activity is the key to all
TO ACHIEVE this goal liberal edutrue education. Learning is a vital pro- cation must be concerned with the subcess—a process of making one's own stance of things to be sought for, to be
judgments, not of memorizingjudgments attained and to be transmitted.
made by someone else.
It therefore cannot ignore the meanHence it is that educational psycholo- ingfulness of science and technology,
gists tell us that themind can only judge without which survival and life in the
about the truth of a proposition by reworld community would not evenbe posliving the essential process of the dis- sible; nor can it ignore wisdom, knowlcovery of that truth.In theology this pro- edge and human understanding, withcess is essentially historical, since the out which the science of survival and
Judaeo-Christian tradition of its very the technology of the world community
wouldhave no purpose.
nature is bound up with history. For this
reason the historical-scripturalapproach
is followed in freshman and sophomore
liberal education must also be
years, i.e. Judaeo-Christian Origins I&
concerned with the vehicles whereby
II and Ancient Christian Writers I
& 11. these values are sought, attained and
transmitted.
It cannot ignore the fact that the subAFTER PERSONAL discovery through
contact with the sources it will be possi- stance of things meant to serve man's
ble and necessary to organize and clar- liberty can be, has been and is being
ify the truths thus discovered. Hence, employed to take away that liberty prethe more scientific and systematic treat- cisely because the vehicles of human
ment in junior and senior years, i.e. intercommunication are either neglectChristian Wisdom I& II and Sacramen- ed, or cut off, or manipulated to enslave him.
talLife I& 11.
The distinctive feature, therefore, of
IF MAN IS to search for, attain and
Seattle University's four-year theology
program is its divisioninto two mutually transmit the substance of those things
complementary sections: 1) the first two necessary for his own and his fellow
years explore the basic sources of rev- man's journey beyond space and time,
elation through the historical-scriptural he must have a real capacity to ask of
approach and the inductive method; 2) and give to his fellow man.
the last two years organize the matter
If he is to be freed from his spacethus found into a concrete, coherent and-time-bound condition to any degree,
body of knowledge.
he must be actively capable of communicating with the peoples of past and
is this organized body of knowledge future ages and with the citizens of farwhich guides the process of inductive off places. He must be able to share
study in the first two years. Obviously, his experienceand their experiencewith
under the limitations of a college course them in common.
not everything can be treated. On the
Liberal education, then, must give
other hand, nothing can be omitted him the power to question and to anwhich is essential to the basic under- swer. It must, in short, give him the
standing of the whole. In general, how- powerof language.
ever, courses are intended to be introTHE DEMANDS of his specific liberal
ductory rather than terminal— to stimvocation will largely determine to what
ulate, to create a desire, to enable the
student to continue on his own after the extent and in what fashion he will commune with his fellow man through the
course is completed.
Supposedly, Catholic university stu- living records of the past or the living
dents are some kind of an elite, the priv- speech of the present.
Whatever his specific intention, he
ilege of their education implying a deepening and broadening of their ancient must have the opportunity to broaden
humanistic background. But even within the personal medium of his communication, because to broaden the personal
the whole group there will be another
elite, those of special intellectual and medium, language, is to broaden the
spiritual capacities. To these latter the search, the attainment and the transfour-year theology course is especially mission of liberal values.
geared in order to challenge the best
IT IS FOR THIS reason— although it
potentiality within the university.

—

But

rT

"Are our philosophy courses pertinent
to contemporary needs and problems?"

If Liberty of Mind & HeartHowever

:£:":"

Friday,January31, 19b4

may sound paradoxical at first— that

the language department in its majority
(6 to 3) has voted against imposing
upon every student at Seattle University the minimal requirement of learning a foreignlanguage.
In other words, it does not want foreign languages as part of the core curriculum.

IT FEELS (and in this the vote was
unanimous) that the eventual vocation
of individual students in the attainment
of liberal education's ideal can best be
served by allowing the various schools
and their departments to decide: a)
whether or not their students should
study any foreign language at all; b)
whether they should study modern or
classical languages; c) whether they
should learn to read a foreign language
or to use it as their second native
tongue.

/Consequently, the language departv^ ment has made the following suggestion: That two separate foreign
language programs with different purposes be made available to the various
departments and schools.

PROGRAM A would be a language
program in the complete sense of that
word. Its purpose would be to equip the
student with an adequate reading, writing and speaking facility at the level
of ordinary discourse so that he might
use it for communication with native
speakers, and at the same time as a tool
for academic research in his chosen
field, as, e.g., history, political science,
foreign service, a teaching minor in education, etc. The academic year dunng

which this program would be followed
could be arranged by agreement with
this department.
It would consist of 30 credit hours of
courses, which (in the opinion of some
members of the language department)
could be best and most speedily
achieved in one year by devoting one
full quarter (20 hours) solely to the study of the language in question, with one
hour daily for a second and a third
quarter (5 hours and 5 hours). It is even
conceivable that this goal could be
achieved in a shorter time, as S.U. acquires more audio-oral equipment.
PROGRAM B wouldbe strictly a reading program of 15 hours, whose sole
purpose would be to prepare the student
to handle with understanding the written
text of a language for scholarly purposes. It would have as its goal the adequate facility necessary to pass the customary foreign language reading examination usually required in graduate
schools. The academic year during
which this program would be followed
(5 hours for 3 quarters) could again be
arranged with the languagedepartment.
The languagedepartment is interested
in the opinion of the various schools and
departments with regard to the feasibility of such a twofold plan, as well as the
specific program they might opt for,
given the various needs of their stu-

dents.
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Christianity's Philosophical Instinct
Should Not Be Stifled by Rigidity
Fr. Edmund Morton, S.J.
one will doubt the honored place
that philosophy has occupied among
the "Artes Liberates" in the tradition of
Western civilization. In the ancient
world the domain of philosophy was far
broader than we consider it today; it in-

No

"Immediate usefulness is not the purpose of the theologycourse."
Fr. Webster Patterson, S.J.
Head, TheologyDept.

"Are our philosophy courses pertinent
to contemporary needs and problemsf"

Fr- Edmund Morton, S.J.
Dean, Graduate School

If Liberty of Mind & HeartMust Language Be a Must?
Fr.Robert Saenz. S.J.
we may formulate it, howHowever
ever we may specify its
liberal education must aim at "a liberty
content,

that radiates from mind and heart, a
liberty that lifts man above all the ac-

cidental and frequently painful circumstances of human life." (E. S. Flajole,
S.J.)
It must aim at releasing man from
the space-and-time-bound condition in

which he finds himself caught up from

birth, and at launching him on a lifetrajectory which passes through time

—a

into timelessness

life-trajectorywhose
beginning lies in its end precisely because its end lies in its beginning.

TO ACHIEVE this goal liberal education must be concerned with the substance of things to be sought for, to be
attainedand to be transmitted.
It therefore cannot ignore the meaningfulness of science and technology,

without which survival and life in the
world community would not evenbe possible; nor can it ignore wisdom, knowledge and human understanding, without which the science of survival and
the technology of the world community
would have no purpose.
liberal education must also be
concerned with the vehicles whereby
these values are sought, attained and

But

transmitted.

It cannot ignore the fact that the substance of things meant to serve man's
liberty can be, has been and is being
employed to take away that liberty precisely because the vehicles of human
intercommunication are either neglected, or cut off, or manipulated to enslave him.
IF MAN IS to search for, attain and
transmit the substance of those things

necessary for his own and his fellow
man's journey beyond space and time,
he must have a real capacity to ask of

and give to his fellow man.
If he is to be freed from his spaceand-time-bound condition to any degree,
he must be actively capable of communicating with the peoples of past and
future ages and with the citizens of faroff places. He must be able to share
his experience and their experience with
them incommon.
Liberal education, then, must give
him the power to question and to answer. It must, in short, give him the
powerof language.

THE DEMANDS of his specific liberal
vocation will largely determine to what
extent and in what fashion he will commune with his fellow man through the
living records of the past or the living
speech of the present.
Whatever his specific intention, he
must have the opportunity to broaden
the personal medium of his communication, because to broaden the personal
medium, language, is to broaden the
search, the attainment and the trans-

mission of liberal values.

IT IS FOR THIS reason— although it

may sound paradoxical at first— that
the languagedepartment in its majority
(6 to 3) has voted against imposing
upon every student at Seattle University the minimal requirement of learning a foreign language.
In other words, it does not want foreign languages as part of the core cur-

riculum.
IT FEELS (and in this the vote was
unanimous) that the eventual vocation
of individual students in the attainment
of liberal education's ideal can best be
served by allowing the various schools
and their departments to decide: a)
whether or not their students should
study any foreign language at all; b)
whether they should study modern or
classical languages; c) whether they
should learn to read a foreign language
or to use it as their second native
tongue.

the language department has made the following suggestion: That two separate foreign
language programs with different purposes be made available to the various
departments and schools.

Consequently,

PROGRAM A would be a language
program in the complete sense of that
word. Its purpose would be to equip the
student with an adequate reading, writing and speaking facility at the level
of ordinary discourse so that he might
use it for communication with native
speakers, and at the same time as a tool
for academic research in his chosen
field, as, e.g., history, political science,
foreign service, a teaching minor in education, etc. The academic year during

cluded theology, mathematics, science,
economics, politics and esthetics. Perhaps it has been fortunate that as these
branches of knowledge broke away from
philosophy and became independent disciplines that philosophy has had to reexamine the extent of its competence
and, indeed, to justify its very existence.
In the history of university education
in our Western culture, philosophy has
been assigned an equally-honored position. It was the staple of the faculty of
arts in the medieval university, which
is the model of our present higher education. Anyone wishing to study in the

faculties of theology, law or medicine,
first had to complete his education in
the faculty of arts.
CAN PHILOSOPHY claim a comparable place in the curriculum of a modern Catholic university? If the "raison
d'etre" of a Catholic university be
the role that Christian revelation
>lays in academic
ife, as Iam sure
rr. Patterson has
xplained, then I
übmit that philoso)hy must play an
essential part in the
education of all our

students.
Christian thought has deep and persistent instinct for philosophy. Ican
only indicate one instance of this tonight, but the history of Christianity
and Christian education is filled with
other examples.

Christian revelation, as we find
it in the gospels and the writings of the apostles, is extremelysimple
and straightforward. It contains little
or no philosophy and yet, early in the
fourth century in the year 325 A.D., at
the first Ecumenical Council of Nicaea,
Catholic thinking was deeply involved

The

in philosophicalspeculation. The debate
at that Council centered around the nature of Christ: Was he the same nature
as God. the Father, or was he only similar to Him?
Two Greek philosophical words summed up the argument, homoousios or
homoiousios. Both of these philosophical
terms had a long history in Greek speculation that goes back to Plato and Aristotle. Perhaps the medieval monk, St.
Anselm of Canterbury, expressed as
clearly as anyone, this Christian instinct

which this program would be followed
could be arranged by agreement with

this department.
It would consist of 30 credit hours of
courses, which (in the opinion of some
members of the language department)
could be best and most speedily
achieved in one year by devoting one
full quarter (20 hours) solely to the study of the languagein question, with one
hour daily for a second and a third
quarter (5 hours and 5 hours). It is even
conceivable that this goal could be
achieved in a shorter time, as S.U. acquires more audio-oral equipment.

PROGRAM B wouldbe strictly a reading program of 15 hours, whose sole
purpose would be to prepare the student
to handle with understanding the written
text of a language for scholarly purposes. It would have as its goal the adequate facility necessary to pass the customary foreign language reading examination usually required in graduate
schools. The academic year during
which this program would be followed
(5 hours for 3 quarters) could again be
arranged with the languagedepartment.
The language department is interested
in the opinion of the various schools and
departments with regard to the feasibility of such a twofold plan, as well as the
specific program they might opt for,
given the various needs of their students.

Philosophy

for philosophizing, when he said "Fides
quaerens intellectum."

IT IS PERFECTLY true that many
universities teach philosophy and do
not teach theology. Gilson has said that
philosophy completely cut off from theology is not like a fish out of water; it
is like a fish in strange waters, like a
cold water fish in warm water where
it languishes and does not thrive. Ibelieve that the Christian instinct Ihave
mentioned above is the inspiration for
the place and the importance of philosophy for all students at a Catholic university.
With regard to the present status of
the recommendations for the revision of
the philosophy program within the core
curriculum, it is not possible to express
our present progress in one simple statement. Iwould like to propose a series
of dilemmas which Ithink express our
thinking at the present moment.

HPhe first dilemma might be one of
J. quantity versus quality; do we gauge
the significance of our philosophy by the
number of answers it provides, or do we
try to instill the spirit of philosophic
curiosity and inquiry?
Do we try to impart the "habitus" of
philosophy? (Recently at a meeting of
the students' core curriculum committee, Iventured the opinion that perhaps
our university philosophy courses are
still too closely based on their original
model, the curriculum of the Catholic
seminary.)
By requiring all of our students to
take twenty-six quarter hours of philosophy, are we running the risk of watering down the courses to a least common denominator level? Would it be

...

fessional interest?

SHOULD THE DIVISION mentioned
in the precedingparagraph not be based
on the various schools of the university,
but on the grade point and competence

of the students?
Are our philosophy courses pertinent
to contemporary needs and problems?
After all, we are not training our students to take their place courageously
in the midst of the thirteenth century.
Do our regular philosophy courses
stress a systematic presentation to the
exclusion of an historical method? Is
either of these preferable to the other?
Would a combination of the two approaches be desirable?

If Ignorant About Society,
The Free Man Is Not Free
Dr. RobertLarson
of the characteristics of a free
man is that he knows who and what
he is, to whom he is related and how,
where he is going and how he might get
there. No one is born with this knowledge. It must be discovered by him or
revealed to him. The panoply of detail
in man's complex environment threatens to obscure the goal and the trail
leading to it. He must have a plan of
attack and the tools for clearingthe way.
Through philosophy and theology his
grand strategy is laid. The rest of his
cognitive tools he employs tactically.
Through history he can see where he
has been and by it adjust his future
course. Through the sciences he becomes better acquainted with his current location and can evaluate his surroundings. And all the while he treks
life's forest and desert, he enjoys these
through the arts.

One

it.

..

courses, or provide them with philosophy courses more adapted to their pro-

No Man an Island

BUT MAN DOES NOT travel alone,
only in the company of his fellows. On
this road, man can be an enemy to his
fellow and to himself, or on this road
men can be mutual assistants to each
other.
The social disciplines, well-honed and
richly steeped, may well be among the
most valuable assets possessed by members of this caravan. For man's fellow
travelers are the most vital part of his
own environment. It is through others,
by means of others, and on account of
others, that man loses the way or finds

". the language department
does
not want foreign languages as part of
the core curriculum."
Fr. Robert Saenz, S.J.
Acting Head, Language Dept.

preferable to strive for excellence in the
Collegeof Liberal Arts and Sciences ard
not make students in the professional
schools take such a large number of

SO IMPORTANT is society to man
that without a profound understanding
of man in society, the free man is not
free. For ignorance is a fetter and the
fettered man is not a free man. But
ignoranceof man in society is the greatest of ignorance.
The kind of knowledge that man can
have about society ranges from the humane, thus bordering on the realm of

"The social disciplines, well-honedand
richly steeped, may well be among the
most valuable assets ."
Dr.RobertLarson

..

Head, Sociology Dept.

scientific. Each of these kinds
of knowledge has its place in a truly
liberalizing education.
art, to

A MAN WHO knows little or nothing
about his own mental and emotional
make-up; who knows little or nothing
about political, economic and religious
institutions; about how these are structured and how they function within the
society of which he is a part, is a pawn
to them instead of a director of them.
These institutions become for him,
then, unwitting and unwanted determinants of his course through life. Only he
who knows them and knows them well
is able to make them instruments of his
own ends. Only he remains a truly
liberal man.
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The Dilemma of Science in the Arts

Fallout ... Space ... Evolution...Scientific realities which touch us all. Is a liberal arts background capable of evaluating them?
ists, but in terms of arguments

Dr. John Toutonghi
position on the
clarify
order
In
role of science and mathematics in
liberal
I
to emphasize an
our

to

irrele-

vant to the exciting experiment actually
undertaken.

a

education, want

important feature of such an education.
A truly liberaleducation can only be defined in terms of the environment in
which it is offered. It cannot transcend
the changes that take place in our society.

RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT becomes a
problem of real concern to many. Discussion centers around such phrases, "alert
who has the upper hand?
readiness
etc."
you can't trust the enemy
Yet the really important thing, the true
danger of fallout to all life, is little or
not at all understood by those participating in these eloquent discussions.
Of course, these examples can be extended to cancer from smoking, space
exploration, communications through
satellites, the use of statistics in the
social sciences, and so on.
For those who are economically minded, we need only point to the astronomical budget allocations of our Federal
Government in the field involving scientific and mathematical research. Who
allocates these funds? Primarily, people from walks of life which are traditionally occupied by men with "liberal
arts" educations.

.. .

...

one
in Western civilizaAtcourses
no education was liberal within Latin and Greek. Today
time,

tion,

out

an attempt to include these in a core
curriculum would seem, at best, ridiculous. The exclusion of important relevant disciplines from the core can be
just as unrealistic.
In the last couple of decades, scientific
and mathematical break-throughs have
dominated news items from one end of
the globe to the other. A large fraction
of our populationreceived many of these
discoveries in a way reminiscent of Galileo's reception in the Middle Ages. It
is not uncommon to hear discussion,
even among the "well educated," concerning the pros and cons of efforts to
create a mechanical brain that can

"Core curriculum courses are aimed
only at giving a student sensitivity, an
awarness of subjects pertinent to our
society"
Dr. John Toutonghi
Physics Dept.

any contribution to the discussion which
he makes will not be understood by the
"liberally educated." Biologists claim
that they have created life. The issue
is immediately discussed by the moral-

"think."

THE MATHEMATICIAN knows that

commitment to the Infinite

. ..

...

we

in the realm of philosophy,
ask the question: How can our philEven
osophers understand the minds and writ-

ings of men such as Kant, Descartes,
unless they understand the moti-

Freud,

vation of these men? A large number
of modern philosophers are strongly
influenced by scientific principles and
methods.
The inclusion of science and mathematics in the core curriculum of a liberal education will not make every student a scientific expert, not any more
than the required history courses make
the scientist an historian. Core curriculum courses are aimed only at giving
a student a sensitivity, an awareness of
subjects pertinent to our society. It is
then the burden of the student to pursue those disciplines for whichhe is best
suited. But only if he is exposed to all
the important disciplines is he able to
make judgments and perform actions
significant in his own field of influence.

HENCE, we in the sciences feel
strongly that the physical and the live
sciences must be a part of every liberal
education, as well as a mathematical
preparation necessary to make the instruction of these sciences realistic and
significant.
Many worthwhile suggestions are seriously being considered by our departments. However, it is almost the unanimous opinionof the science staff that we
cannot teach about science without actually teaching science.

—

The Journeyman

Wisdom, Goodness,
Beauty
...

in the habit of philosophy

versity come to grips with ultiwith totality (incomprehensible though it is to finite
minds), with unity and ultimate

Fr.Armand Nigro,S.J.
purpose of Seattle University, as Iunderstand it,
is to help youngsters become
real men and women, to help
them to seek, to share and communicate what is true, what is
good, what is beautiful.
Since we believe that Jesus
Christ is the Way, the Truth and
the Life i.e., infinite Wisdom,
Goodness and Beauty incarnate,
Who shares our human nature in
order to enable all men to share
His divine nature, then our pur-

mates,

Tihe

purpose.

in particular, is
Philosophy,
the habit of wisdom, of that

natural wisdom which, illumined
by Faith and supernatural wisdom, seeks greater and greater
understanding of the meaning
of reality. It seeks the ultimate
what,the ultimate why of things.
It seeks the unity in apparently
fragmented multiplicity; it
pose, it seems to me, is to help seeks the principle of order in
Jesus Christ communicate Him- observable harmony.
self more and more fully to our
students so that they may work
other discipline can lay
generously with Him in comto that title or funcclaim
municating Himself to others.
tion. Growth in wisdom isgrowth
in the responsible capacity to
THIS UNIVERSITY most ef- more fully and freely love all
fectively succeeds in this by reality especially other persons
helping its students form and —in and with Jesus Christ. Only
develop intellectual habits of in this sense does the term "libwisdom and science, or knoweducation" make any
ledge, and understanding, and eral
sense.
prudence
and
practical habits of
Freedom, responsibility, love,
art, while at the same time enabling them to prepare for work immortality, personal and interin professional fields of human personal life, society, happiness,
evil,
endeavor. We attempt to orient- true and false, good and
God— these
ate our students to the fullness causality, purpose, philosophy.
of personal love by a total com- are the stuff of
mitment of themselves to God Above all other studies and disciplines in this university, the
and to all other men.
principally the
Together with studies of God's academic core is
philosophy.
study
thelogy
of
and
revelation of God's d c a 1i ng
with men in Salvation history,
philosophy, wrote
only the study of philosophy can
Pope Pius XI, genuine
enable the student to achieve
any meaningful intellectual, hu- human science is impossible. It
man, personal, social integra- is precisely philosophy, he said,
tion. Only in theology and philo- the habit of wisdom, that ensophy (whether he meets his ables even theology to be genexperience and material his- uinely a science. For when we
torically or analyticallyor sym- seek to understand what God
bolically or mystically or other- says we seek understanding acwise) does a student in this uni- cording to our human capa-

—

No

—

Without

cities. "Quidquid recipitur ad
modum recipientis recipitur."
(Everything is received in accordance with the receiver's nature or capacity.)
Philosophy or metaphysics is,

Serving S

U

since 1948

....Watches

"

""■

Silverware

Discount to

s.u.stwoWi

cific and immediate purpose of
our philosophy department is to
help all our students acquire
and develop this habit.
Conscious, then, of the basic

intellectual and personal commitments necessary for relevance, for unity and for truth (i.e.
commitments concerning the
reality of a personal transcendent God knowable from reason,
of the material-spiritual-personal-social-supernaturalized nature
to
of man and of the possibility "Growth in wisdom is
and ideal of communicating the more fully*and freely love all
genuine habit or science of reality
metaphysics), the entire work
Fr.Armand Nigro, S.J.
of revising the core curriculum
PhilosophyDept.
in philosophy must be wise and
prudent.

By

SONIA
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EA 5-1434
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must necessarily be a painIt
ful and long adaptationof the
best possible and available

means for achieving this endincluding historical and systematic approaches, lecture and

—

dialogue, seminars and reading
programs ever conscious and
carefully conservative of the
wisdom of the past, while ever
open to the newness and growth
and progressive changes of the
future.
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Orient Adventure Slated

By TERRI PAGNI
By PAUL HILL
The words "excitement" and
do not begin to
Beginning in next Wednesday's Spectator, Probings will have "adventure"
describe S.U.s 1964 Tour of the
a new format and (no doubt) will be vastly more interesting. The Orient, to be
directed this sumSpec feature editor and Ihave decided (or the feature editor has mer by Mr. John
Talevich, UniProbings
1
of
agreed)
every
decided and have
that
other edition
versity Editor and assistant
will be written by a guest columnist.
professor of journalism.
Every other Wednesday some bright new star in the journalThe tour, from June 26 to July
istic field (like Gile Downes, Wally Toner, Edna Ferber or Mike 18 for students, teachers and
Mailway) will fill this space. On the Wednesdays in between, yours others, will cover five countries,
truly will continue to rehash those same two ideas he started out including Japan, Okinawa, Formosa, Hong Kong and Macao.
with 16 months ago.
So don't miss it. Be the first kid in your platoon to read the Inexpensiveextensions to Singapore, Bangkok, Manila and HaNew Improved Probings.
waii will also be offered.

I V_

v^

( A ulhor of

"Rail// Round the Flay, Boyx!

and "Barefoot Ron

With Cheek:")

THE INNER MAN
College is fun and

frolic and fullfillinent— except for one
melancholy omission: we don't get to enjoy Mom's home
cooking. (In my own undergraduatedays, curiously enough,I
did not undergo this deprivation; my mother, a noted crosscountry runner, was never home long enough to cook a meal
until her legs gave out last Arbor Day.)
But most of us arrive at college with fond gastric memories of
Morn's nourishingdelicacies, and we are inclined now and then
to heave great racking sighs as we contemplate the steam
tables in the campus cafeteria. Take, for an extreme example,
the case of Finster Sigafoos.
Finster, a freshman at one of our great Eastern universities
(Oregon State) came to college accustomed to home cooking of
a kind and quantity enjoyed by very few. Until entering
college, Finsterhadlived all his life inEurope, wherehis father
was an eminent fugitive from justice. Finster's mother, a
naturalborn cook, was mistress of the haute cuisine of a dozen
countries, and Finster grew up living and eatingin the Continental manner.
He arose each morning at ten and breakfasted lightlyon figs,
1

FIRST ON THE agenda will
be a stop in San Francisco
where the tour will take on more
members. After the jet flight to
Hawaii, the tourists will go to
Tokyo, losing one day by crossing the international date line.
Accommodations in Tokyo will
include the new, western-style
Palace Hotel, overlooking the
Imperial Palace.
HONG KONG
where members of S.U.s Tour of the
The next stop will be Nikko Orient will "go broke saving money."
and a visit to the Toshugu
Japan Air Lines photo
Shrine, Sacred Bridge and Lake
IT
Nagasaki
WAS IN
that 26 three-fold purpose for the tour.
Chuzenji, which is situated more
than 4,000 feet above sea level. martyrs were crucified in 1597, "First, Ihave always been inand this section of the tour re- terested in Oriental culture, and
A SHORT DRIVE will bring traces part of Francis Xavier's my hobbies include Oriental art
the tourists to Okitsu and the route in his apostolic work in and gardening, etc." "Also, I
feel that people such as we
Minaguchiya, an inn located Japan.
After completing the tour of should visit the Orient to see the
in Suruga Bay, which has been
owned by the same family for Japan, the group will leave via tremendous impact it has had
jet for Okinawa, the U.S. Pacific on our civilization. Finally,
20 generations.
After visiting Kyoto, the city outpost; Taipei, Formosa, with as University Editor, Ican gain
of shrines, the tour members the famous Confucius shrine, favorable results through this
will depart by train to Hiro- and finally, Hong Kong, the tour by studying the Oriental
shima and Nagasaki, the two world's crossroad, where they trend toward simplicity in dewill visit fishing villages and the sign, graphic art and painting."
atom bomb cities.
of the Bamboo Curtain.
border
visiting
"Our reasons for
these
As to
overall purpose, Mr.
From here they will sail by Talevichthe
said, "This tour is unitwo cities," explained Mr. TaleMacao,
fabled,
steamer
to
the
vich, "doesn't involve the fact
in comparison to other such
pirate-infested port of que
tours, as the people involved are
that they were bombed." "Hiro- once
China, and then will return to
shima is one of Japan's true
more interested in the educabeauty spots, and Nagasaki is Hong Kong on July 18 where tional and cultural aspects of the
they
will
back
to
U.S.
fly
Orient than in merely sight-seethe center of Christianity in Japan."
MR. TALEVICH explainedhis

. ..

SHERIFF & THOMPSON
"We Repair All Makes"

hot chocolate, and brioche. (It is interesting to note, incidentally, that brioche was named after its inventor, perhaps the
greatestof allFrench bakers, Jean-ClaudeBrioche(1634-1921).
M. Brioche, as we all know, also invented croissants, French
toast, and— in a curious departure— the electric razor. Other
immortal names in the history of breadstuffs are the German,
Otto Pumpernickel (1509-1848) who invented pumpernickel
and thus became known to posterity as The Iron Chancellor;
the two Americans, William Cullen Raisin (1006-1812) and
Walter Rye (1931-1932) who collaborated on the invention of
raisin rye;and, of course, Hans Christian Andersen (1805-1875)
who invented Danish pastry).
But Idigress. Finster, I
say, breakfasted lightly at ten a.m.
At eleven a.m. his Mom brought him his elevenses. At twelve
she brought him his twelveses. At 1:30 she served his lunch:
first a clear broth; then a fish course (porgy and bass); then an
omelette; then the main course— eithera saddleof lamb, an eye
of sirloin, ora glass of chicken fat; then a saladof escarole; and
finally a lemon souffle
At three p.m. Mom served Finster low tea, at five p.m. high
tea, and at ten p.m.dinner— first a bowl of ]>etite marmite (she
trapped the mannites herself); then a fish course (wounded
trout); then an omeletteof turtle eggs; then the main courseeither duck with orange or a basin of farina; then a salad of
unborn chicory; and finally a caramel mousse.
And then Finster went off to college, which reminds me of
MarlboroCigarettes. (Actually it doesn't remind me of Marlboro Cigarettes at all, but the makers of Marlboro pay me to
write this column and they are inclined to get surly if Ifail to
mention their product. Mind you, Idon't object to mentioning
their product— no sir, not one bit. Marlboro's flavor is flavorful, the filterfilters, the soft pack is soft, the Flip-Top box flips,
and the tattoo is optional. Marlboros are available wherever
cigarettes are sold in all fifty states of the Union. Xext time
you're in the U.S.A., try a pack.)
But Idigress. We werespeakingof Finster Sigafoos who went
from Continental dining to dormitory feeding. So whenever
you feel sorry for yourself, think of Finster, for it always lifts
the heart, to know somebody is worse off than you are.

.
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M.iShulman

We, the makers of Marlboro, can't say whether European
food beats ours, but this we believe: America's cigarettes
lead the whole world. And this we further beliere:among
America's cigarettes, Marlboros are the finest.

MOTOR WORK
BODY WORK
BRAKES
PAINTING
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
1130 Broadway
EA 4-6050
EA 4-6050

—

KAUFER
CO.
TRADITIONALLY
RELIABLE SINCE 1904

CATHOLIC GIFT
AND SUPPLY
HEADQUARTERS
1904 FOURTH AYE.

Homecoming Corsages

"

EVERY TYPE OF CORSAGE

fjU/

"

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE

S|&

"

FREE DELIVERY

Call, and your order will be ready

Broadway Central Florist
EA 4-3600

410 Broadway E.

Treat Your Date
ROYALLY
Take Her To
Dinner at

TUXEDOS
ISebfflarpetl
" CLOSE
" TO SEATTLE U

MA 3 5226
1628 sth

|

STUDENT DISCOUNT

Before the

FREE Delivery at Belarmine. 12:30 P.M.. Feb. 6th

9th & Olive Way
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University Store
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BOTH STORES OPEN EVENINGS

w«r

Homecoming Ball
Gracious Atmosphere
Entertainment
Set the Scene for a

Perfect

Evening
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Homecoming Activities
—

TONITE

—

SATURDAY

Homecoming Mixer: The Statics and Tiny Tony— GYM; Jackie Souders— CHlEF; Hootenanny— CHlEF LOUNGE.

S.U. night at the Totems Hockey Game— B:oo p.m.— Seattle Center Arena, regular $2.00 tickets on sale for $1.25 in the Chief.
Gems of Light Opera— Pigott Aud., 8:15 p.m., $1.00 to all.

—

SUNDAY

—

MONDAY

—

TUESDAY

Spirits' Pep Rally S.U. Campus prior to Memphis State game. Gems of Light Opera, $1.00 to all.

Homecoming Game— S.U. vs. Memphis State— buses from dorms. Presentation of Homecoming Court.

Homecoming Displays 8:00 " 10:00 p.m. Alums vs. Sportcasters— S.U. Gym, 6:00 7:00 p.m. Free to students and Alums.
■
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L J. Wheelers Knee Hurt

swelling goes down, Wheeler

will be back in action.
WHEN ASKED for his first
reaction after he hit the deck
Monday, Wheeler said he knew
he was hurt badly because of
the intense pain. He couldn't
walk off the court and his leg
was packed in ice as soon as he
reached the locker room.
Wheeler has been effective as
a defensive player this season
by capping the opponents' big
guns. He could have been a big
help in containing Oregon
State's Mcl Counts tonight.
Coach Bob Boyd, in a radio
program after the Pepperdine
game said that "because of his
size and defensive abilityin the
post position Wheeler will be
definitely missed."
UP TO THE last game the
Rock averaged 8.20 points per
game. He had a 65 per cent foul
shooting record and grabbed
about 10 rebounds per game.
Although the S.U. team will
miss Wheeler in tonight's game,
they will have his encouragement from the bench.

Ballerinas Win;
Sons Victors
In the first intramural basketball game yesterday the
Pinewood Ballerinas bumped
Spectator photosby Jim Haley
the WTF's 39-26. It was simply DEAD BALL?:
appears
ball
The
to have gone dead at
a case of too much Ballerina
strength, as they led 23-11 at the bottom of Charlie Williams' dribble in the Pepperhalftime.
dine-SU game.

—

"PAINFUL MOMENT": L. J. Wheeler is shown lying on
the floor just after he injured his right knee in the S.U.Pepperdine game Monday. (From left) Claude Norris,
trainer, and Lionel Purcell,assistant Chief coach, inspect
the injury.
By DON SPADONI
One moment the crowd watched a key figure in a basketball
game leaping for a rebound.
Then it gasped as the athlete
sprawled on the arena floor. L.
J. Wheeler rolledover and over
with his right knee in excrutiating pain.
WHEELER is a large man at
66" and weighing in excess of
240 pounds. But it took only one
accidental collision, which
bruised ligaments and cartilage
in his knee, to reduce him from
an active man to a spectator in
tonight's game against Oregon
State.
The Rock's future for the next
few games is uncertain. The
length of time his injury will

take to heal is as hard to predict as his pain. For as soon as
his knee stops hurting and the

Sports Notes
All students will be

re-

quired to have current student body card and either
last quarter's ID or some
other ID for tonight's game,
according to Don Wood, publicity director. Students are
asked to arrive early because
a large crowd is expected.

"" "

The bus will run as usual
tonight, leavingMarycrest at
5:30, 6:30 and 7:15 p.m. and
leaving the other dorms five
or ten minutes later.

THE FOLLOWING S.U. ALUMS REQUEST YOUR FULL
SUPPORT AND HELP TO RETURN OUR PRESENT CAPABLE AND EXPERIENCED CITY ATTORNEY.

A.L NEWBOULD
CORPORATION COUNSEL

THE DAY'S second game began slow but the Basketball
Sons beat the Pushovers 79-22.
The score was 28-14 in the Sons'
favor at the half.
In the girls' basketball games
last week the Tartans beat the
Fifths 16-3 while the V.W.s
stopped the Chambermaids 14-7.
Jan Reagan took high honors
with 8 for the Tartans and Mary
Cordeiro scored 6 for the VW's.
WEDNESDAY night in the

Two Tough Contests
Face S.U. Papooses

The S.U. Papooses have two games on tap in the
next four days to test their undefeated record.
Tonight they will match their
prowess with the SeattlePacific will face a team with some of
frosh. On Monday the frosh will the best players in this state
and elsewhere when they play
men's intramural basketball meet the Pups of the U.W.
league the Goaltenders clobSEATTLE Pacific has com- the frosh of the U.W. The Husky
bered the Chieftain Rifles 67-13 piled a 10-2 record this season. Pups have won nine out of 12
and the Catastrophies annihil- Leading the team is Don Wald- games this season.
THEY ARE LED by allated the Pushovers 103-25. Also, bauer who is averaging 13.2 stater,
Gordon Harris who is
points
a
Three
other
game.
the Students beat the WTF's
players are in double figures, averaging 14.4 points and 8.6
42-34.
Barney Koch, intramural di- Dave Holmer, and Mcl Gim- rebounds per game. Harris is a
rector, announced that the last maka, both with 11.6, and Joe 610" center from Tenino. Dave
Hovde, another all-stater, is
day for intramural player Pope with 11.5.
changes is today. Also, the
S.P.C. will be without the leading in rebounds with a 107
Goaltenders will meet the Push- services of Holmer, their lead- total in twelve games.
overs at 2 p.m. Monday instead ingrebounder, because of an inof the Phynques as originally jury.
Monday night the Papooses
scheduled.

Jesuit Colleges
Lead All 'Sinners'

Theresa
& Guido Florists
Quality Corsages at Moderate Prices
EA 2-8884

1504 E.Thomas

Raymond H. Siderius, '50, Seattle attorney, former
Ass. Coroporation Counsel, Past Pres. S.U. Alumni
Assoc, S.U. Graduates Club.

The Dominicans have probably always contended it, and
the Franciscans probably have
suspected it: Jesuit colleges are
guilty of more infractions in
collegiate basketball competition today than anyone else.
According to the Jan. 21 issue
of NCAB, the official statistical
organ for the NCAA, Jesuit institutions occupy five of the six
leading places in most personal
fouls committed.
First is S.U. with 329; St.
Louis, second; Boston College,
third; Detroit, fourth; Tenessee
Tech., fifth (the only non-Jesuit
college), and Gonzaga.

Jcnn P. Harris, '55, Chief Ass. Corp. Counsel
John A. Logan, '22, Principal Trial Ass. Corporation Counsel.

Arthur T. Lane, '52. Principal Utilities Ass. Corporation Counsel.
Robert A. Freedman, '46, Ass. Corporation Counsel (Trial)
Richard Nelson, '59, Ass. Corporation Counsel
(Property)

ilßlllll

MEET and MIX
at DICK'S
WELCOME

ALUMNI

DICK'S DRIVE-IN
"where TASTE is the difference!"
On Broadway Off Olive Way

Open 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.
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Until Feb. 29 r
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HomecomingProgram
Fun-Packed Special

ASSU Filing
Begins Feb.17

(Continued from page 1)
best-looking and most peculiar

The race for student government positions will begin Feb.
17, with the opening of filing.
Students will have until Feb.
20 to declare their intentions to

beards. A booby prize has been
set aside for the man with the
"peachiest fuzz." (Reports that
Chief Mugwump has entered this
category are definitelynot true).

run for ASSU and AWS offices.

SATURDAY'S activities will
start off with a helicopter ride
to Bellarmine Hall for the
alumni luncheon at 12:30 p.m.
It's S.U. night at the Seattle
Totems' hockey game tomorrow.
The student price is reduced to
$1.25 for reserved seats.
The Spirits will stage a pep

FILING will be under the direction of Terry Dodd, ASSU
election coordinator,, in the
ASSU office from 1-2:30 p.m.
each day.
The first candidates' meeting
will be at 1 p.m. Feb. 21 in
the Chieftain lounge. Each candidate must be present or represented by his campaign manager or he will be disqualified.

rally at 7 p.m. Sunday, at which
the winners of the totem pole
carving contest will be an-

nounced.
THE HELICOPTER will come
in handy for the trip to the
Seattle IceArena Monday night.
The event is the big Homecom-

PRIMARY voting will be Feb.
27. Results will be published in

The Spectator Feb. 28. Final
voting will take place on March
5. These results will also appear
in The Spectator the following
day.

Smoke Signals

Elvis Buys FDR Yacht

Today

Long Beach, Calif., Jan. 30— (AP)

Elvis Presley bought the late
President Franklin D. Roosevelt's MISTY GRAHAM, creator of this abstract carving of
yacht, the Potomac, for $55,000.
who began as a totem pole demonHis manager said he will donate Chief Mugwump
it to the Marchof Dimes in FDR's strates his technique for Terry O'Day as she works on
honor. Roosevelt started the the Spur entry in the Homecoming totem pole-carving
Marchof Dimes in 1938 to aid viccontest.
Spectatorphotoby Dave Verron
tims, like himself, of polio.

—

—

Meetings
ModelUnitedNations 12:30 p.m.
P 153. Film restival and conference in Spokane will be discussed.
CCD Mental Hospital Commitmittee,
2:30 p.m., Chieftain

lounge.

Activities
Chieftains vs. Oregon State University, 8 p.m., Seattle Center.

CLASSIFIED ADS
RENTALS

TYPING

APARTMENT, furnished, 2 bed-

THESES, term papers, manuscript typing. Mrs. Rich, WE

room.

Most utilities. Close to
S.U. Bus at door. EA 5-3247.

DUPLEX

—

furnished or unfurnished, could accommodate up
eight.
to
Two baths plus shower. Walking distance to S.U.,
off-street parking plus garage.
Rent reasonable. EA 2-2226.

$60-$9O two and three room apartments. View, elevator, free
parking. Caroline Court, 527
Eastlake Avenue E.

7-2423.

MISCELLANEOUS

—

SKI RENTALS
Skis, boots, poles
$3.75 Fri.Mon. Also, wide selection of
skiing equipment for sale. Barrett Hardware, 12230 Aurora No.
EM 2-2010. Mon.-Fri. 'til 8 p.m.

ONE BEDROOM apartments $65-$75. Redecorated,nice furniture.
Bristol, 1626 13th.

TYPEWRITERS,

reconditioned

$19.50; rental $3 mo. TYPE-

Saturday
Activities

WRITER SHOP, 716 E. Pike,
EA 5-1053, 2-8 p.m.

S.U. Night at Totem Hockey
game, 8 p.m., Civic Ice Arena.
Regular $2 tickets $1.25 for S.U.
students.
"Gems of Great and Light

LOST: White gold watch mislaid
on campus. Call MU 2-5700, ext.
627.
BLACK TUXEDO, size 38 regular
also white dinner jacket, with
cumberbund. Set for $75. SH 6-

Opera," 8:15 p.m., Pigott

Students who have INCOMcompact guest cottage. Clean, PLETES from Fall Quarter 1963
near Volunteer Pjirk, one block must officially remove the "I"
from bus. Immediate posses- grade by February 6, 1964.
sion. Call EA 5-2686.
Obtain the Incomplete Removal
card from the Office of the RegisFOR RENT: Lake Washington trar, pay the Removal fee ($5) at
waterfront one bedroom unfur- the Office of the Treasurer, comnished house including range plete the class work and submit
and refrigerator. $50 mo. VA the Removal card to your instruc2-1009.
tor. The instructor will enter the
grade and return the card to the
CO-ED wanted to share two bed- Registrar. INCOMPLETE REroom apartment with three MOVAL CARDS BEARING THE
other girls. Walking distance. GRADE EARNED WILL NOT BE
SU 3-523*.
ACCEPTED FROM STUDENTS.
To be considered official, the InCONSCIENTIOUS male student to complete Removal card is to be
share apartment. Rent $35 per
on file in the Office of the Regismonth. Three blocks from S.U. trar by February 6 or the grade
1416 E. Marion, EA 3-4263.
of "E" will automatically be entered on the student's record.
BACHELOR units with kitchenConsult the bulletin boards or
ettes, including utilities. Walking distance, on busline. Spe- your copy of the Winter Quarter
cial rates for students. EA 4- 1964 schedule for deadline dates
for official withdrawals.
-5814.
The last day to withdraw with
a grade of "W" is Thursday,
CARS
Feb. 6. The last day to withdraw
with a grade of "PW" is Friday,
automatic,
'54 DODGE
very clean, Feb. 28. No withdrawals are pergood running condition $225. mitted after February 28. A
Xavier, EA 3-4968, Ext. 103.
grade of "EW", which is computed as an "E" in your grade
BABY BLUE VESPA, 1961 vin- point average, will be entered on
tage. Exceptionally low mile- records of students who do not
age: engine just broken in. $225,
officially withdraw. Withdrawals
will haggle. EA 5-2200, Ext. 418. are official when the student files

-5776.
SALE: Iron, $5. EA 5-2200, Ext.
325.

GOOD LUCK CHIEFTAINS

...

GIVE THE BEAVERS A FULL COURT PRESS
BLOODY THEIR NOSE
WE'LL CLEAN THE MESS !

FIVE POINT CLEANERS

THE HOMECOMING edition
of The Spectator will announce
the display winners on Wed-

nesday.
And if the totem poles don't
topple and the helicopters don't
run out of gas, S.U. couples
will climax the 1964 Homecoming festivities by attending the
formal dance in the Grand Ballroom of the Olympic Hotel
Thursday.

THIS YEAR'S dance will fea-

ture a near-myriad of entertainment.
Dave Lewis and his band will
play in the Olympic Bowl from
9 p.m. to midnight, while Burke
Garrett and his band and Buddy

Greco's show alternate in the
Grand Ballroom. The Riverboat

Ramblers will perform in the
Spanish Ballroom from 9:30
p.m.-12:15 a.m.
Parking for the evening will
be availablefor $1 at the Washington Bldg. garage between
Third and Fourth Avenues on
Union.

THE HIGHLIGHT of the entire week will come with the
coronation of Alva Wright, S.U.s

1964 Homecoming queen, by
Gov. Albert Rosellini at 11 p.m.
in the Grand Ballroom. She will
be attended by her eight sparkling princesses.
Totem poles polished and helicopters set? Let's go!

Activities

Ski Club trip, leaving Marycrest 7:30 a.m.. Chieftain 7:45
a.m. The trip is planned for Ski
Acres. All those interested sign
up in bulletin board in L.A. Bldg.
"Gems of Great and Light
Opera," 8:15 p.m.. Pigott Aud.

Tuesday

the approval card with the Office
of the Registrar and pays the fee
at the Treasurer's Office by 4:30
p.m. of the last withdrawal date.
Cards or fees are not accepted
after that deadline.
Mary Alice Lee

"""

Audi

—

Sunday

Official Notices

ONLY $49.50. fully furnished cozy,

....

Homecoming mixer, 9:30 p.m.-

-12:30 a.m.. Chieftain.

ing game and the Chieftains are
expected to polish off Memphis
State. The Homecoming queen
and her court will be presented.
Tuesday will be a big day.
From &-7:30 p.m. the Seattle
Sportscasters will play the
alumni in the S.U. gym admission, free. Homecoming displays will be judged at 8 p.m.

Meetings

International Service Association, 1:30 p.m., Chieftain lounge.
Slides on the Alaska mission from
Copper Valley, Alaska, will be
shown.

IDEAS NEEDED

Registrar

Pre-major students: Your advisers for pre-registration for
spring quarter are the same as
for last quarter. Please consult
the official bulletin boards for
the list. A list is posted on the
door of P 557. Be sure to sign
up early for an appointment with
your adviser.
Fr. William Leßoux, S.J

The student committee on
core revision will havea suggestion box located in the

Chieftain today.
The subject for comments
this week is the English curriculum.
All students are invited to
sumbit suggestions to the
student committee.

SAM M. STOREY
Plan your financial future now!
Special plans for College Men

Call MU 2-4574 or AD 2-1860

NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

1025 Securities Bldg.

(Nlilw)
S^

Homecoming Flowers
ORCHID CORSAGES & LEIS
Flown Directly from Hawaii
$2.50 and up

call Bellarmine Hall— EA 5-2200— Rm. 633

Every

Chief
formerly
Hitching
The
Post
1135 RAINIER S.
I.D.'s PLEZE

